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MARCIALONGA
BE AN ORIGINAL RIDER BY THE 15 MAY
CYCLING CRAFT UNVEILS RACE PACKET

'I'll never be anyone, but no one will ever be like me' (Jim Morrison).
The Doors' leader and rock idol, Mr. Mojo Risin was certainly unique, but originality is also a peculiar word of the Italian road event Marcialonga Cycling Craft. Next 4 June, hundreds of cyclists of any kind and nation will gather in Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa to join the granfondo race up and down the stunning Dolomites. Those who register by the 15 May will have the unique chance to be 'Original Riders' with his or her own name on the race table. 'Immediately recognisable', claimed the OC, 'in order to feel even more one of us'.
A fantastic race packet is included in the €40 entry fee. Riders will receive an exclusive tech mesh baselayer by Craft Sportswear, a box of Trentingrana cheese, Enervit supplements, Felicetti pasta, Ekoi socks, WD-40 bike lubricant, Nuncas detergent and a useful gadget offered by ITAS Insurance Company.
In addition to the several side events scheduled before and after the 11th Marcialonga Cycling Craft (the two 80k and 135k courses have been confirmed), all participants may stop and have food and drinks at the several stations along the routes plus the delicious final lunch at the end of the race. Showers, a participation medal, timing service via SMS and a massage service for free will be for every Marcialonga rider.
A real music party will take place on Sunday morning in Predazzo (from 10.30AM), all kids are invited to join it and have fun with local groups and volunteers who will make them dance, read and even build up a real bicycle with their own hands.
Info: www.marcialonga.it plus Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

